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Abstract:  Nowadays many of the organizations are looking for reducing costs, accelerating process & attain the scalability for 

our real-time works they are text messaging, voice and the workload related to multimedia. In the IT environment to realize these 

goals they are turning to cloud computing anonymous are thinking that what is the specialty for “cloud” in cloud computing. 

Traditionally AWS developers and architects use a scenario of cloud which was connected via the internet. Typically cloud 

becomes a logical bridge-like connector between logical resources and remote resources on the internet. eventually, cloud 

computing is a fancy technology that will be utilizing the web and the central remote server to maintain data and application the 

gateway between the application and database can make the cloud Software as a Service (SaaS) model to keep more secure. This 

paper outlines that better practices for managing the real-time communications between the servers in VPC .It guides for an 

individual that too much better with real-time communications based on high availability and scalability for the specified 

workloads. 

 

Index Terms - VPC, Scalability, SaaS, Cloud Computing, Remote Server. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

AWS VPC is a commercial cloud computing service. Amazon virtual private cloud is use full to launch the specified 

resources into the virtual network. It was initially released at SEP25th 2009(10 years ago).it can be operated in our datacenter .it 

was logically isolated from other virtual networks in AWS .one should use the VPC because it provides the lots of security to 

data and also for instances what we have deployed. It offers a low cost & flexibility while leveraging the investment that you 

have already done in your IT infrastructure. [1] AWS VPC provides much granular control over the security. It provides the 

multiple layers of security including the SG’S&NACL 

II. ARCHITECTURE FOR VIRTUAL PRIVATE CLOUD 

Now we will be discussing the architecture of VPC with public and private subnets. In this, we will be using the NACL 

for subnet level and security groups for the instance level. 

 
Initially, the network access control list (NACL) is a stateless firewall whereas security groups are state-full firewalls. For 

the brief explanation, we will be considering one public subnet and another private subnet with (10.0.1.0/24, 10.0.2.0/24) 

respectively. 

 
On those subnets, we have been deployed the EC2instances (Elastic Compute Cloud) with two security groups. 
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To control the traffic among those subnets we will be using the NACL i.e., network access control list. 

 
We can setup NACL similarly to security groups I provide an additional layer of security to the VPC. [2]To provide a path 

dynamically without providing manually we use the routing table 

 
It is automatically created when you create any route table. As by default as by design, AWS allows routes to from all 

your subnets with your VPC. 

 
These all route tables are managed by the routers. Which acts as an intersection .and it also contains helpful information 

regarding traffic to its final destination. [7] Each AWS VPC'S has each VPC router. In this, we will be using two VPC’S one as an 

internet gateway and another one as a virtual private gateway. By default internet gateway is attached to VPC. When you are in 

VPC the IGW is not present if you are flexibly connected to VPC it will be disabled. [5] To enable this we will be having the only 

method is to allow subnet via IGW. If you use default VPC it is enabled the custom VPC is disabled. An internet gateway is an 

optional virtual router that connects the edge of the VCN with the internet. While coming to the virtual private gateway it is logical 

and fully redundant and it is capable of terminating the VPN connections from your on-premises or your environment it is based 

upon the legacy infrastructure. 

III. DEPLOYMENT OF VPC 

1) Initially, to deploy the VPC we will be creating the VPC and name it as NAVEEN-VPC&IP range is 10.50.0.0/16. And we 

need to enable the DNS hostname on the VPC /16255.255.0.0---65000-AWS support 

 /16255.0.0.0---16 Latches  

 /24255.255.255.0---256 IP’S 

Initially and we need to create subnets and also enable the auto-assign IP as 

1) Web servers---10.50.1.0/24-us-east-1a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) App servers---10.50.2.0/24-us-east-1b 

         3) DB servers---10.50.3.0/24-us-east-1c 
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3)  We need to create the internet gateway and attach to   the VPC and use the default routing table and add the subnets to it. 

And configure the route towards internet gateway so that VMS can be sent the traffic outside the VPC. 

4)  Deploy the VM's, one id us-east-1a and one is us-east-1b and there is us-east-1c and checks the communication among them. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

Initially, login to AWS console and select the appropriate service, by the way, is networking & content delivery & select VPC. 

Now need to create the VPC given name tag as NAVEEN-VPC & Ipv4 as 10.50.0.0/16. [3] And one should edit the DNS hostname 

and return saves on it. Now the scenario comes to the challenge of the subnet. Initially create a subnet with a name tag as NAV-

WEBSERVERS & VPC as VPC-723a4209|NAVEEN-VPC&select the availability zone as us-east-1a as specified earlier with Ipv4 

CIDR block as 10.50.1.0/24 and now create the subnet. 

 
similarly, create another subnet with a name tag as NAV-APP SERVERS with VPC  as vpc-723a4209|NAVEEN-VPC with 

availability zone as us-east-1b along with the Ipv4 CIDR block as 10.50.2.0/24 and then create the subnet. Similarly, create another 

subnet with a name tag as NAV-DBSERVERS with VPC as vpc-723a4209|NAVEEN-VPCwith availability zone as us-east-1c 

along with the CIDR block as 10.50.3.0/24. [9] Click on create. Another task Is to enable the auto-assign IP to be done move to the 

subnets and select the modify the auto-assign IP address and enable it to save and repeat this same task for the remaining two 

subnets. [6] Now create an internet gateway and attach it to the VPC and now click on internet gateway. Now create the internet 

gateway with specified nametag as Naveen –VPC but it is in detached but we need to do it in the attached mode so now need to be 

attached to vpc.now move to the scene called routing-table. 

Now navigate to that and search for NAVEEN. In, this one thing is to be appreciated that it was created default. [10] now click 

on the name and give it as NAVEEN-MAIN-TABLE .now navigate to the subnet associations and click on edit thereby select two 

servers and make it as save. Now move to routers and click on edit and add another route i.e., 0.0.0.0/0 and save it .now navigate to 

EC2 compute. 

(ELASTIC COMPUTE CLOUD) and launch the instance in Amazon Linux, select the t2.nano. [8] no change the network by 

VPC-723a4209/NAVEENVPC and change the subnet too as us-east-1a, click on next and add a tag and provide the key-value pair 

as key=Name and value as server1-us-east-1a and the next move to the continuous security groups. 

 
Now create some of the security groups. [10] with security group names as NAVEEN_ALLOW_ALL  with (type=all traffic, 

source=anywhere) next configure all the things and launch that instance now select the key pair as (coke2) and launch the instance   

and next view the instance. 

 
Likewise in the similar fashion deploy the us-east-1c. Now connect to the server 1 & select the server1-us-east-1a. Now copy 

the public DNS (Ipv4). 
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Now navigate It to the putty with hostname which was copied i.e.,ec2-user@XXXXXXXXXXXXXX with port number as 22 

in SSH select the authorization and browse it as COKE2 and open ## THIS SERVER IS IN us-east-1a ##.likewise connect it to the 

us-east-1c and copy the public DNS .now open new session in putty with hostname as ec2-user@XXXXXXXXXXXXXX and 

with port number as 22.now again create a new routing table as a name tag and NAVEEN-SECOND-TABLE now create it.[4] 

Now again move to subnet associations edit now select the NAV-DB SERVER and make it at as save. 

 
Now again copy the DNS of us-east-1c with hostname as ec2-user@XXXXXXXXXXXXX now we will be getting the time 

out. Now move to routed and another route i.e., 0.0.0.0/0. Now again try it in putty. Now we will b/w concept called 

communication between both the servers. 

 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

     There might be a chance of cloud to cloud communications without the help of any third-party intervention. There might be 

huge growth opportunities for the cloud computing industry. And there might be a chance of increasing the services to 

communicate directly to another cloud. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

     AWS provides the efficient, optimal and the secure connectivity options it helps the user to integrate the remote networks with 

help of the Amazon VPC .the data which we stored in the cloud due to some unauthorized reasons if any mismatch of data occurs 

in the subnet then there is a concept called snapshots which helps to retrieve the data which is lost and the communication 

between the VPC servers likewise by creating the VPC s and creating the subnets for the created VPC's .and create the gateway 

and applying routing tables and deploying the VMS in the specified locations and finally checks for the communication. 
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